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Poll Question

Is your institution doing virtual international education programming?

- Yes, virtual study abroad
- Yes, virtual programming for international student population
- Yes, for both populations
- Not yet
Terra Dotta: Platform for Global Engagement

Incoming
Welcome students and ensure compliance with our solutions for International Students and Scholars.

Outgoing
Expand program offerings, focus on enrollment, recruitment and retention; while organizing travel and protecting students.

Travel Risk
Traveler safety demands a dynamic response. Global visibility and one-click communications mean you’ll be be prepared.
Virtual Study Abroad

The situation

- Three virtual terms since COVID-19 started
- Demographic of study abroad is really different
- Diversity, Equity and Inclusion: Global Engagement is available to a wider audience than ever before
- Lines have blurred completely as a mix of incoming and outgoing students
Virtual Programming is here to stay

- Equity
- Employment
- Difference of Perspective
Leveraging Technology

Using Terra Dotta

- Robust reporting capabilities, even with the drastic increase in data
- Accessible anytime and anywhere
- Ability to communicate with partners, students, and faculty, globally in one system
- House learning content, documents, and schedules in a centralized place
- Engage with student during the term with Terra Dotta's student portal
Recommendations for the future

- Continue leveraging partnerships.
- Take an external view of your processes.
- Reimagine international education from an inclusive lens.
- Look at how you’re impacting society.
- Strategically reinvest in the student experience.
- Actualize your risk management plan.
Questions?
Contact Us

Terra Dotta, LLC
1330 Environ Way
Chapel Hill, NC 27517
877-368-8277
info@terradotta.com
terradotta.com
linkedin.com/company/terradotta-llc
twitter.com/TerraDotta
facebook.com/TerraDotta/